
FUNCTIONS



THE  
VENUE
The Squire’s Landing is Australia’s newest 
James Squire brewhouse located in one of  
Sydney’s busiest cultural junctions, Circular 
Quay. Developed in collaboration with Mantle 
Group Hospitality, The Squire’s Landing tells 
the legend of  James Squire; a convict on the 
First Fleet but perhaps more importantly, 
Australia’s first brewer. 

An upstairs restaurant and a downstairs 
brewhouse honour the life of  James 
Squire – an infamous yet charismatic man 
who inspired the creation of  the award-
winning range. The Squire’s Landing has 
been architecturally designed and includes 
phenomenal views of  Sydney Harbour. The 
internal design of  The Squire’s Landing 
conserves the original structural steel 
detailing of  Lawrence Nield and Peter 
Tonkin’s design for the Overseas Passenger 
Terminal in 1988. Multiple external decks and 
terraces boast an open air dining experience 
and the ultimate spot to host any function. 
The interior is warm, using a palette of  
natural materials like reclaimed spotted 
gum, copper and zinc. The footprint also 
includes a freestanding fully glazed working 
microbrewery - the ‘pod’. This is where 
customers can acquaint themselves with 
the intricate process of  brewing beer. The 
venue is conveniently located within walking 
distance of  Circular Quay station where 
ferries, buses and trains regularly depart to 
neighbouring harbours.

The Squire’s Landing celebrates over 200 
years since the founding father of  Australian 
brewing arrived on the First Fleet in 1788. It is 
a venue that James Squire himself  would stop 
and have a drink in… and we hope you do too.
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THE  
KITCHEN
Extensive menus for the restaurant and 
brewhouse have been crafted by Executive 
Chef, Deniz Coskun, alongside Head Chef, 
Angus Harrison. Each menu is a curation of  
unique modern Australian flavours, woven 
together using locally sourced and seasonal 
ingredients. Items on The Squire’s Landing 
menus have been designed to pair with 
the James Squire range, forming a perfect 
marriage of  beer and food. 

The Squire’s Landing maintains a strong 
commitment to developing innovative menus 
concurrent with fresh, seasonal produce. 
The culinary team at The Squire’s Landing 
is committed to supporting local farmers 
who operate sustainable farms throughout 
New South Wales. These farms produce 
environmentally friendly, stress free and 
ethical produce and support similar ‘paddock 
to plate’ values as our chefs. 

Two kitchens (one on each level) boast 
state-of-the-art equipment and a team of  
professionals delivering an exceptionally high 
standard of  breakfast, lunch and dinner, seven 
days a week. On the lower level, a Manhorne 
smoker can be found while in the upstairs 
kitchen custom, coal fired rotisserie slowly 
cooks different meats each day. On each level 
a wood-fired grill and Josper oven cooks fresh 
seafood and steaks to perfection. 

From casual gatherings to cocktail parties 
to intimate sit-down dinners, the team is 
committed to delivering outstanding events 
no matter the celebration. An experienced 
onsite Functions Manager ensures all requests 
are met and works closely with clients so they 
are able to pull off their dream event. With the 
assistance of  friendly front of  house staff, the 
functions team at The Squire’s Landing strive 
to consistently exceed customer expectations.
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FUNCTION SPACES

FORECOURT

TOWER ROOM

PORTSIDE

HARBOUR DECK
ROCKS CORNER
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THE UPPER DECK 
For larger events such as conventions or wedding receptions, The Upper Deck can be exclusively 
hired. This space encompasses all three function spaces and the entire restaurant. It is perfect for 
350 seated guests and 450 standing guests, who will all be presented with panoramic views.

HARBOUR DECK PORTSIDETOWER ROOM THE FORECOURT
The name of  the northern facing deck 
speaks for itself ! Offering a stunning 
open air dining experience and views 
of  both the Sydney Harbour Bridge and 
the Sydney Opera House, the Harbour 
Deck can comfortably facilitate up to 
70 guests.  

Portside is The Squire’s Landing’s 
most eastern facing function space, 
with unparalleled views of  the Opera 
House on days when ships are not 
docked at the Overseas Passenger 
Terminal. 110 guests can comfortably 
sit within Portside.

Subject to availability and shipping schedule.

Located within The Squire’s Landing 
turret, this intimate dining space is 
the perfect space for private dinners, 
workshops and meetings. The Tower 
Room boasts 270 degree views of  the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Sydney 
Opera House and has the capacity to 
seat 40 guests. 

For more relaxed, informal occasions 
The Forecourt is the perfect space. 
The Forecourt covers an incredible 400 
square metres however can be easily 
divided into smaller exclusive function 
spaces where required. Guests will have 
easy access to the bar and they will 
also love the live music that takes place 
every night of  the week!

THE ROCKS CORNER
The Rocks Corner spans over 100 square metres and boasts views out to Sydney Harbour Bridge, 
Campbell’s Cove and beyond. This beautiful corner of  the venue can host 80 sit down guests and 
100 guests cocktail-style.



EXTRAS
Please check with 
the Event Manager 
if  you wish to 
discuss styling, 
AV and anything 
additional to assist 
with your event.
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